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In logi programming, dynami s heduling indi ates the feature by means of whi h the hoi e of the
atom to be sele ted at ea h resolution step is done at runtime and does not follow a xed sele tion
rule su h as the left-to-right one of Prolog. Input onsuming derivations were introdu ed to
model dynami s heduling while abstra ting from the te hni al details. In this arti le, we provide
a suÆ ient and ne essary riterion for termination of input onsuming derivations of simply moded
logi programs. The termination riterion we propose is based on a denotational semanti s for
partial derivations whi h is de ned in the spirit of model-theoreti semanti s previously proposed
for left-to-right derivations.
Categories and Subje t Des riptors: F.3.1 [Logi s and meanings of programs℄: Spe ifying
and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs|Me hani al veri ation; I.2.3 [Arti ial Intelligen e℄: Dedu tion and Theorem Proving|Logi programming; I.2.2 [Arti ial Intelligen e℄:
Automati Programming|Program veri ation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Logi programming is based on giving a omputational interpretation to a fragment
of rst order logi . Kowalski [Kowalski 1979℄ advo ates the separation of the logi
and ontrol aspe ts of a logi program and has oined the famous formula
Algorithm = Logi + Control.
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This arti le is based on an earlier onferen e paper [Bossi et al. 2001℄.
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The programmer should be responsible for the logi part. The ontrol should be
taken are of by the logi programming system.
In reality, logi programming is far from this ideal. Without the programmer
being aware of the ontrol and writing programs a ordingly, most logi programs
would be hopelessly ineÆ ient or even non-terminating.
One aspe t of ontrol in logi programs is the sele tion rule, stating whi h atom
in a query is sele ted in ea h derivation step. The standard sele tion rule in logi
programming languages is the xed left-to-right rule of Prolog. While this rule
is appropriate for many appli ations, there are situations, e.g., in the ontext of
parallel exe utions or the test-and-generate paradigms, that require a more exible
ontrol me hanism, namely, dynami s heduling, where the sele table atoms are
determined at runtime.
To demonstrate that on the one hand, the left-to-right sele tion rule is sometimes inappropriate, but that on the other hand, the sele tion me hanism must be
ontrolled in some way, onsider the following programs APPEND and IN ORDER:
%

append(Xs,Ys,Zs)
Zs is the result of on atenating the lists Xs and Ys
append([H|Xs℄,Ys,[H|Zs℄)
append(Xs,Ys,Zs).
append([℄,Ys,Ys).

%

in order(Tree,List)
List is an ordered list of the nodes of Tree
in order(tree(Label,Left,Right),Xs)
in order(Left,Ls),
in order(Right,Rs),
append(Ls,[Label|Rs℄,Xs).
in order(void,[℄).

together with the query

Q : read tree(Tree), in order(Tree,List), write list(List):
where read tree and write list are de ned elsewhere. If read tree annot read
the whole tree at on e { say, it re eives the input from a stream { it would be
ni e to be able to run the \pro esses" in order and write list on the available
input. This an only be done properly if one uses a dynami sele tion rule (Prolog's
rule would all in order only after read tree has nished, while other xed rules
would immediately diverge and/or have an unwanted behavior1 . Su h a me hanism
is provided in modern logi programming languages in the form of delay de larations
(also alled when de larations [Naish 1986℄). In the above program, in order to avoid
nontermination one an de lare that predi ates in order, append and write list
an be sele ted only if their rst argument is not just a variable. Formally,
delay in order(T, ) until nonvar(T).
delay append(Ls, , ) until nonvar(Ls).
For instan e, the xed rule that sele ts always the se ond atom in a lause body, and that sele ts
the rst one only when the body ontains only one atom an lead to nontermination, as the query
in order(Tree, List) an easily diverge. The same applies to the rule that always sele ts the
rightmost atom in a query, with the extra problem that write list(List) would be alled with a
non-instantiated argument: if write list is non-ba ktra kable (as many IO predi ates are) this
would imply that this sele tion rule yields to a wrong output.
1
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delay write list(Ls, ) until nonvar(Ls).

These de larations prevent in order, append and write list from being sele ted
\too early", i.e., when their arguments are not \suÆ iently instantiated". Note
that instead of having interleaving \pro esses", one an also sele t several atoms
in parallel, as long as the delay de larations are respe ted. This approa h to parallelism has been rst proposed by Naish [Naish 1988℄ and { as observed by Apt
and Luitjes [Apt and Luitjes 1995℄ { \has an important advantage over the ones
proposed in the literature in that it allows us to parallelize programs written in
a large subset of Prolog by merely adding to them delay de larations, so without
modifying the original program".
Compared to other me hanisms for user-de ned ontrol, e.g., using the ut operator in onne tion with built-in predi ates that test for the instantiation of a variable
(var or ground), delay de larations are more ompatible with the de larative hara ter of logi programming. Nevertheless, many important de larative properties
that have been proven for logi programs do not apply to programs with delay
de larations. The problem is mainly related to the fa t that delay de larations
might ause deadlo k situations, in whi h no atom in the query respe ts its delay
de laration. For instan e, for su h programs the well-known equivalen e between
model-theoreti and operational semanti s does not hold. As an example, onsider
the query append(X,Y,Z) with the exe ution me hanism des ribed above: it does
not su eed (it deadlo ks ) and this is in ontrast with the fa t that (in nitely many)
instan es of append(X,Y,Z) are ontained in the least Herbrand model of APPEND.
In order to provide a hara terization of dynami s heduling that is reasonably
abstra t and hen e amenable to semanti analysis, Smaus [Smaus 1999a℄ introdu ed
input onsuming derivations, a formalism very similar to the one of Moded GHC
[Ueda and Morita 1994℄. The de nition of input onsuming program relies on the
on ept of mode. A moded program is a program in whi h ea h atom's arguments
are partitioned into input and output ones. Output arguments are those whi h an
be produ ed by the omputation pro ess, while input arguments should be only
onsumed. Roughly speaking, in an input onsuming program only atoms whose
input arguments are not instantiated through the uni ation step are allowed to be
sele ted.
In [Bossi et al. 2001℄ we have demonstrated that { in many ases { the adoption of
the \natural" delay de larations is equivalent to onsidering only input onsuming
derivations. This is the ase { for instan e { for the programs mentioned above
(together with their natural mode append(I,I,O)2, in order(I,O)): under normal
ir umstan es, the adoption of the just stated delay de larations enfor es nothing
but a restri tion to input onsuming derivations. In both ases, whether we onsider
sele tion rules de ned in terms of a programming language onstru t su h as delay
de larations, or whether we onsider input onsuming derivations, we speak of LP
with dynami s heduling.

The ontribution. The adoption of dynami s heduling has as ultimate goal that
of ensuring the termination of the program under onstru tion, by preventing posIn this mode, the rst two positions are onsidered input positions, while the rightmost one is
an output one.

2
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sible diverging derivations. Nevertheless, while for pure PROLOG programs (i.e.,
logi programs employing the xed leftmost sele tion rule) there exist results hara terizing when a program is terminating [Apt and Pedres hi 1994℄, no su h hara terization has been found yet for programs with dynami s heduling. In addition,
there are relatively few ontributions on erning the termination of programs with
dynami s heduling.
In this paper we ta kle the problem of establishing the termination of input
onsuming logi programs. For this, we restri t our attention to the lass of simply
moded programs, whi h are programs that are, in a well-de ned sense, onsistent
with respe t to the intended produ er/ onsumer behavior (modes). As also shown
by the ben hmarks reported in [Bossi et al. 2001℄, most pra ti al programs are
simply moded.
The main ontribution of this paper is a full hara terization of the lass of simply
moded input terminating logi programs, i.e., simply moded programs whose input
onsuming derivations starting from a simply moded query are nite.
In order to provide su h a result, we had to de ne a new de larative semanti s that allows us to apture the inter-argument relationships of input- onsuming
programs. Sin e dynami s heduling also allows for parallelism, in this ontext it
is important to model the result of partial (i.e., in omplete) derivations. In fa t,
partial omputed answer substitutions may a tivate suspended pro esses by means
of interleaving therefore in uen ing the termination of the system. To apture
this appropriately, we de ned a denotational semanti s modeling omputed answer
substitutions of in omplete derivations and enjoying a model-theoreti al reading
as well as a natural bottom-up onstru tive de nition. We demonstrate that this
semanti s is orre t and fully abstra t with respe t to the omputed substitutions
of partial derivations.
A rst attempt to ta kle this problem has been presented in [Smaus 1999b℄ and
extended in [Bossi et al. 2002℄ where we de ned the lass of input terminating programs, i.e., programs whose input onsuming derivations are nite, and hara terize
the sub lass of simply moded quasi re urrent programs. It is worth stret hing that
this latter lass in ludes only programs whose termination does not depend on the
so- alled inter-argument relationships and therefore it does not in lude programs
su h that qui ksort, transpose, list tree. Further omparisons are reported in
the on luding se tion.

Stru ture of the paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
se tion introdu es some preliminaries. Se tion 3 shows some useful properties of input onsuming derivations. Se tion 4 provides a result on denotational semanti s for
partial input onsuming derivations. Se tion 5 provides a suÆ ient and ne essary
riterion for termination of programs using input onsuming partial derivations.
In Se tion 6 we report additional examples. Se tion 7 dis usses related work and
draws some on lusions.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology and the basi results of
logi programs and their semanti s [Apt 1990; 1997; Lloyd 1987℄. In this se tion
we introdu e a few notions that will be used in the sequel.
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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2.1 Terms and Substitutions
Let T be the set of terms built on a
numerable set of variable symbols V .

nite set of data onstru tors C and a deFor any synta ti obje t o, we denote by
Var (o) the set of variables o urring in o. A synta ti obje t is linear if every
variable o urs in it at most on e. A substitution  is a mapping from V to T .
Given a substitution  = fx1 =t1 ; : : : ; xn =tn g, we say that fx1 ; : : : ; xn g is its domain
(denoted by Dom ( )), and Var (ft1 ; : : : ; tn g) is its range (denoted by Ran ( )).
Note that Var ( ) = Dom ( ) [ Ran ( ). We denote by  the empty substitution:
Dom () = Ran () = ;. Given a substitution  and a synta ti obje t E , we denote by jE the restri tion of  to the variables in Var (E ), i.e., jE (x) =  (x)
if x 2 Var (E ), otherwise jE (x) = x. If t1 ; : : : ; tn is a permutation of x1 ; : : : ; xn
then we say that  is a renaming. The omposition of substitutions is denoted by
juxtaposition, i.e.,  (x) =  ((x)). The result of the appli ation of a substitution
 to a term t is said an instan e of t and it is denoted by t. We say that t is a
variant of t0 , written t  t0 , if t and t0 are instan es of ea h other. A substitution 
is a uni er of terms t and t0 if t = t0 . We denote by mgu(t; t0 ) any most general
uni er (mgu, in short) of t and t0 . An mgu  of terms t and t0 is alled relevant i
Var ()  Var (t) [ Var (t0 ).

2.2 Programs and Derivations
Let P be a nite set of predi ate symbols. An atom is an obje t of the form
p(t ; : : : ; tn ) where p 2 P is an n-ary predi ate symbol and t ; : : : ; tn 2 T . Given
1

1

an atom A, we denote by Rel (A) the predi ate symbol of A. A query is a nite,
possibly empty, sequen e of atoms A1 ; : : : ; Am . The empty query is denoted by
2. Following the onvention adopted in [Apt 1997℄, we use boldfa e hara ters to
denote sequen es of obje ts: so, for instan e, t denotes a sequen e of terms, while B
is a query (i.e., a possibly empty sequen e of atoms). A lause is a formula H B
where H is an atom (the head ) and B is a query (the body ). When B is empty,
H B is simply written H and is alled a unit lause. A program is a nite set
of lauses. We denote atoms by A; B; H; : : : ; queries by Q; A; B; C; R; : : : ; lauses
by ; d; : : : ; and programs by P .
Computations are onstru ted as sequen es of \basi " steps. Consider a nonempty query A; B; C and a lause . Let H B be a variant of variable disjoint
from A; B; C. Let B and H unify with mgu . The query (A; B; C) is alled
a resolvent of A; B; C and with sele ted atom B and mgu . A derivation step
is denoted by A; B; C =)P; (A; B; C). The lause H
B is alled its input
lause. The atom B is alled the sele ted atom of A; B; C.
If P is lear from the ontext or is irrelevant then we drop the referen e to
them. A derivation is obtained by iterating derivation steps. A maximal sequen e
2
n+1
1
Æ : Q0 =)
P; 1 Q1 =)P; 2    Qn =) P; n+1 Qn+1   
is alled a derivation of P [ fQ0 g provided that for every step the standardization


apart ondition holds, i.e., the input lause employed is variable disjoint from the
initial query Q0 and from the substitutions and the input lauses used at earlier
steps.
n
1
Derivations an be nite or in nite. If Æ : Q0 =)
P; 1    =)P; n Qn is a nite
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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pre x of a derivation, also denoted by Æ : Q0 ! Qn with  = 1    n , we say that
Æ is a partial derivation and  is a partial omputed answer substitution of P [ fQ0g.
If Æ is maximal and ends with the empty query then  is alled omputed answer
substitution ( .a.s., for short). In this ase we say that the derivation is su essful.
A nite derivation is alled failed if it ends with a non-empty query Q and there
is no input lause whose head uni es with the sele ted atom of Q. The length of a
(partial) derivation Æ , denoted by len (Æ ), is the number of derivation steps in Æ .
The following de nition of D-step is due to Smaus [Smaus 1999a℄.

De nition 2.1 (D-step).
| Let A; B; C =) (A; B; C) be a derivation step. We say that ea h atom
in B is a dire t des endant of B, and for ea h atom E in (A; C), E is a dire t
des endant of E. We say that E is a des endant of F if the pair (E; F ) is in the
re exive, transitive losure of the relation is a dire t des endant of.
 +1
j
i
1    =)
Qi    =)
Qj+1   . We say
Qj =j)
| Consider a derivation Q0 =)
j +1
that Qj =) Qj +1    is a D-step if D is a subquery of Qi and the sele ted atom
in Qj is a des endant of an atom in D.
Intuitively, a D-step o urring in a derivation Æ is a derivation step that on erns
the derivation of the subquery D of some query in Æ .

2.3 Moded Programs

Modes are a ommon tool for veri ation. A mode is a fun tion that labels as input
or output the positions of ea h predi ate in order to indi ate how the arguments
of a predi ate should be used. A program (resp. a query, an atom) is alled moded
whenever it is provided with a mode.

De nition 2.2 (mode). A mode for a predi ate symbol p of arity n, is a fun tion
mp from f1; : : : ; ng to fI ; O g.
If mp (i) = I (resp. O ), we say that i is an input (resp. output ) position of p
(with respe t to mp ). In examples, we often indi ate the mode by writing the atom
p(mp (1); : : : ; mp (n)), e.g., append(I ; I ; O ).

We assume that ea h predi ate symbol has a unique mode asso iated to it; multiple modes may be obtained by simply renaming the predi ates. We denote by In (Q)
(resp. Out (Q)) the sequen e of terms lling in the input (resp. output) positions
of predi ates in Q. Moreover, when writing an atom as p(s; t), we are indi ating
that s is the sequen e of terms lling in its input positions and t is the sequen e of
terms lling in its output positions.
In the literature, several orre tness riteria on erning the modes have been
proposed, e.g., ni ely and well-modedness [Apt 1997℄. In the sequel of the paper we
will restri t ourselves to programs and queries whi h are simply moded [Apt and
Etalle 1993℄.

De nition 2.3 (simply moded). A lause H B1 ; : : : ; Bn is simply moded if
| Out (B1 ; : : : ; Bn ) is a linear ve tor of variables,
| Var (In (H )) \ Var (Out (B1 ; : : : ; Bn )) = ;,
| for all i 2 [1::n℄, Var (Out (Bi )) \ Var (In (B1 ; : : : ; Bi )) = ;.
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A query B is simply moded if the lause q
B is simply moded, where q is any
variable-free atom. A program is simply moded if all of its lauses are.
Thus a lause is simply moded if the output positions of body atoms are lled in
by distin t variables, and every variable o urring in an output position of a body
atom does not o ur in an earlier input position. In parti ular, every unit lause is
simply moded.
Example 2.4.

| The program APPEND of the introdu tion in the mode append(I ; I ; O ) is simply
moded.
| The following program REVERSE with a umulator in the mode de ned below
is simply moded.
mode reverse(I,O).
mode reverse a (I,O,I)
reverse(Xs,Ys)
reverse a (Xs,Ys,[℄).
reverse a ([℄,Ys,Ys).
reverse a (Xs,Ys,[X|Zs℄).
reverse a ([X|Xs℄,Ys,Zs)

In De nition 2.3, if we drop the ondition that output positions of body atoms
are lled in by variables then we obtain the de nition of ni ely moded programs
and queries. Therefore the lass of simply moded programs is properly ontained
in the lass of ni ely moded programs.

2.4 Input Consuming Derivations

The notion of input onsuming derivation was introdu ed in [Smaus 1999a℄ as
formalism for des ribing dynami s heduling in an abstra t way and is de ned as
follows.

De nition

2.5

(input onsuming).

| A derivation step A; B; C =) (A; B; C) is input onsuming if In (B ) =
In (B ).
| A derivation is input onsuming if all its derivation steps are input onsuming.
Example 2.6. Consider the program REVERSE with a umulator in the modes
de ned above. The derivation Æ of REVERSE [ freverse([X1,X2℄,Zs)g depi ted
below is input onsuming.

) reverse a ([X1,X2℄,Zs,[ ℄) )
([X2℄,Zs,[X1℄) ) reverse a ([ ℄,Zs,[X2,X1℄)

Æ: reverse([X1,X2℄,Zs)
reverse a

) 2.

Allowing only input onsuming derivations is a form of dynami s heduling, sin e
whether or not an atom an be sele ted depends on its degree of instantiation at
runtime. Given a non-empty query, if no atom is resolvable via an input onsuming
derivation step and no failure arises, then we say that the query deadlo ks.
In previous works many important properties of input onsuming derivations
have been proven by onsidering various lasses of programs and queries. In this
arti le, we fo us on the simply moded ones, but we onsider results that hold only
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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for this lass as well as results that hold for larger lasses, e.g., the lass of ni ely
moded programs and queries.
The following lemma is a straightforward onsequen e of [Apt and Luitjes 1995,
Lemma 30℄.
Lemma 2.7. In a input onsuming derivation, every resolvent of a ni ely (resp.
simply) moded query and a ni ely (resp. simply) moded lause is ni ely (resp. simply) moded.

The following result has been proven in [Bossi et al. 2002℄ for ni ely moded
programs and queries. It states that the only variables of a ni ely moded query
that an be \a e ted" through the omputation of an input onsuming derivation
with a ni ely moded program are those o urring in some output positions.

Let the program P and the query Q be ni ely moded. Let also
0
Q ! Q be a (partial) input onsuming derivation of P [ fQg. Then, for all
x 2 Var (Q) and x 62 Var (Out (Q)), x = x.
Lemma 2.8.


The next lemma shows that input onsuming derivations are invariant under
renaming.

Let P be a program, Q be a query and Æ : Q ! Q0 be a (partial)
input onsuming derivation of P [ fQg. Then, for any renaming  there exists a
(partial) input onsuming derivation Æ0 : Q #! Q0  where # =  1 .
Lemma 2.9.

Proof. First noti e that
(1) if is a lause renamed apart with respe t to a query Q then  is renamed
apart with respe t to Q,
(2) if A and H are uni able with mgu  then A and H are uni able with mgu
 1 ,
(3) if In (A) = In (A) then In (A 1 ) = In (A) = In (A).

Consider now the list of lauses 1 ; : : : ; n employed in Æ and the orresponding list of
mgu's, 1 ; : : : ; n , where  = 1 ;    ; n . By (1) and (2) we an onstru t a derivation
Æ0 starting from Q with input lauses 1 ; : : : ; n  and uni ers  1 1 ; : : : ;  1 n .
We obtain a derivation Æ 0 : Q #! Q0  whi h is input onsuming (by (3)) and whose
omputed answer substitution is # = ( 1 1 )( 1 2 )    ( 1 n ) =  1 1    n  =
 1 .
We re all below the Left-Swit hing Lemma that has been proven in [Bossi et al.
2002℄.
Lemma 2.10 (Left-Swit hing). Let the program P and the query Q0 be ni ely
moded. Let Æ be a partial input onsuming derivation of P [ fQ0g of the form
n+2
+1
1 Q    Q =n)
Æ : Q0 =)
n
n+1 Qn+1 =) n+2 Qn+2
1 1

where

| Qn is a query of the form A; A; B; B; C,
| Qn+1 is a resolvent of Qn and n+1 wrt. B ,
| Qn+2 is a resolvent of Qn+1 and n+2 wrt. An+1 .
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Then, there exist Q0n+1 , n0 +1 , n0 +2 and a derivation Æ0 su h that
n+1 n+2 = n0 +1 n0 +2
and
+1
1 Q    Q =n)
0 n+2
Æ0 : Q0 =)
n
n+2 Qn+1 =) n+1 Qn+2
1 1
where Æ0 is input onsuming and
| Æ and Æ0 oin ide up to the resolvent Qn ,
| Q0n+1 is a resolvent of Qn and n+2 wrt. A,
| Qn+2 is a resolvent of Q0n+1 and n+1 wrt. Bn0 +1 ,
| Æ and Æ0 oin ide after the resolvent Qn+2 .
0

0

Lemma 2.10 suggests the following de nition whi h introdu es a way of ordering
the sele ted atoms in an input onsuming derivation of a simply moded query.

De nition 2.11. A partial derivation Æ : Q0 =) Q1    =) Qn of a simply
moded query Q0 pro eeds left-to-right if whenever an atom B is sele ted in a resolvent Qi : A; B; C then no A-step is performed in the rest of the derivation
Qi+1 ! Qn .

The next orollary is an immediate onsequen e of the Left-Swit hing Lemma.
Intuitively, it says that any resolvent in an input onsuming derivation of a simply
moded query an be obtained by an input onsuming derivation whi h pro eeds
left-to-right.

Let the program P and the query A; B be simply moded. Suppose that Æ : A; B ! C is a (partial) input onsuming derivation of P [ fA; Bg.
Then there exist C1 and C2 and a (partial) input onsuming derivation Æ0 that
pro eeds left-to-right of the form
2 C ;C
1 C ; B !
Æ0 : A; B !
1
2
1
1
Corollary 2.12.


su h that len (Æ) = len (Æ0 ), C = C1 ; C2 ,  = 1 2 , all the A-steps are performed in
2
1 C ; B , all the B-steps are performed in the suÆx C ; B !
the pre x A; B !
1
1
1
1
C1; C2 and C12 = C1 .
Proof. By repeatedly applying the Left Swit hing Lemma, Æ is equivalent to a
derivation Æ 0 in whi h all the A-steps are arried out before the B-steps. C1 ; B1
is the resolvent that we obtain after arrying out the A-steps. By the persisten e
of simply-moded queries (Lemma 2.7), C1 ; B1 is simply-moded. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.8, 2 has no in uen e on C1 (i.e., C1 2 = C1 ).

3. SIMPLY LOCAL SUBSTITUTIONS

When input onsuming derivations are applied to simply moded programs and
queries, important properties follow from the way lauses be ome instantiated during the derivation pro ess. We introdu e simply lo al substitutions to re e t this
instantiation me hanism. A lause := H
B1 ; : : : ; Bn be omes instantiated by
its \ aller" the atom that is resolved using ) and its \ allees" (the lauses used to
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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resolve the body atoms of ). Thus, a simply lo al substitution is de ned as the
omposition of several substitutions, 0 ; 1 : : : ; n , one for ea h atom in the given
lause, su h that 0 binds the input variables of the head of the lause, and ea h i
(i > 0) reates a binding between the output variables and the input terms of Bi
(instantiated by the previous substitutions 0 ; : : : ; i 1 ). The de nition involves
variable sets v0 ; v1 ; : : : ; vn . Intuitively, the variables in v0 ome from the \ aller"
and the variables in v1 ; : : : ; vn ome from the \ allees".

De nition 3.1 (simply lo al substitution). Let  be a substitution. We say that
 is simply lo al wrt. the lause H
B1 ; : : : ; Bn if there exist substitutions
0 ; 1 : : : ; n and disjoint sets of fresh (wrt. ) variables v0 ; v1 ; : : : ; vn su h that
 = 0 1    n where

| Dom (0 )  Var (In (H )) and Ran (0 )  v0 ,
| for i 2 [1::n℄,
Dom (i )  Var (Out (Bi )) and Ran (i )  Var (In (Bi )0 1    i 1 ) [ vi .

The substitution  is simply lo al wrt. a query B if  is simply lo al wrt. the lause
q
B where q is any variable-free atom.
Given a simply lo al substitution , we all the set of fresh variables of  the
union of the sets v0 ; v1 ; : : : ; vn introdu ed in the above de nition.
Note that in the ase of a simply lo al substitution wrt. a query, 0 is the empty
substitution, sin e Dom (0 )  Var (q ) where q is an (imaginary) variable-free atom.
Example 3.2. Consider the program APPEND with the modes append(I,I,O)
and its re ursive lause

: append([HjXs℄; Ys; [HjZs℄)

append(Xs; Ys; Zs):

The substitution  = fXs=[℄; Ys=W; Zs=Wg is simply lo al wrt. . In fa t, let 0 =
fXs=[℄; Ys=Wg and 1 = fZs=Wg be two substitutions and v0 = fWg and v1 = ; be
two disjoint sets of fresh (wrt. ) variables. A ording to De nition 3.1, we have  =
0 1 , Dom (0 )  Var (In (append([HjXs℄; Ys; [HjZs℄))), Ran (0 )  v0 , Dom (1 ) 
Var (Out (append(Xs; Ys; Zs))) and Ran (1 )  Var (In (append(Xs; Ys; Zs))0 ) [ v1 .
Consider now the query

Q : append([a; X; ℄; Ys; Zs); append(Zs; [b℄; Ls):
The substitution  = fZs=[a,X, |Ys℄g is simply lo al wrt. Q. In fa t  = 1 2
where 1 = fZs=[a,X, |Ys℄g and 2 is the empty substitution, and v1 and v2 are
empty sets of variables.

The following property follows immediately from De nition 3.1.
Proposition 3.3. Let the lause be simply moded and  be a renaming. If the
substitution  is simply lo al wrt. then the substitution  1  is simply lo al wrt.
.

The next lemma provides us with a means of omposing substitutions whi h are
simply lo al with respe t to pie es of queries provided that they satisfy the following
variable ompatible property.
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De nition 3.4. Let #1 be a substitution simply lo al wrt. A and #2 be simply
lo al wrt. B#1 . Then #1 and #2 are variable ompatible wrt. A and B if
| the set of fresh variables of #1 is disjoint from the set of fresh variables of #2 ,
| Var (A; B) is disjoint from the set of fresh variables of #1 and #2 .
When two substitutions are variable ompatible then we have a way of ombining
them as des ribed below.
Lemma 3.5. Let the query A; B be simply moded. There exists a substitution 
simply lo al wrt. A; B i  = #1 #2 where

| #1 = jA = jOut(A) is simply lo al wrt. A,
| #2 = jB = jOut(B) simply lo al wrt. B#1 ,
| #1 and #2 are variable ompatible wrt. A and B.
Proof. Let A = A1 ; : : : ; Ai and B = Ai+1 ; : : : ; An .
)) Let  = 1    n be a ording to De nition 3.1. By de nition of simply lo al
substitution and properties of simply moded queries, for every k; j 2 [1::n℄ and k 6=
j , Dom (k ) \ Dom (j ) = ;, Out ((Ak+1 ; : : : ; An )1    k ) = Out (Ak+1 ; : : : ; An )
and ((A1 ; : : : ; Ak )1    k )k+1    n = (A1 ; : : : ; Ak )1    k . Thus jA = 1    i
is simply lo al wrt. A and i+1    n is simply lo al wrt. (Ai+1 ; : : : ; An )1    i .
() Let #1 = 1    i and #2 = i+1    n . To prove that #1 #2 = 1    n is simply lo al wrt. A; B, it is suÆ ient to observe that by de nition of simply lo al substitution and properties of simply moded queries, Out ((Ai+1 ; : : : ; An )1    i ) =
Out (Ai+1 ; : : : ; An ) and hen e for all j 2 [i + 1::n℄, Dom (j )  Var (Out (Aj )). The
fa t that #1 and #2 are variable ompatible ensures that the omposition #1 #2 satises the requirement on fresh variables in the de nition of simply lo al substitution.

Analogously, one an prove the following result whi h allows us to ombine simply
lo al substitutions applied to a lause rather than to a query.

Lemma 3.6. Let the lause : H
B be simply moded. There exists a substitution  simply lo al wrt. i  = #0 #1 where

| #0 = jH = jIn(H ) is simply lo al wrt. H ,
| #1 = jB = jOut(B) simply lo al wrt. B#0 ,
| #0 and #1 are variable ompatible wrt. H and B.
The following de nition introdu es a property of mgu's whi h an be naturally
satis ed by input onsuming derivations, as shown in the subsequent lemma. The
proof of the lemma is reported in the appendix.

De nition 3.7 (simply lo al mgu). Let the atoms A and H be variable disjoint,
A be simply moded and  be a mgu of A and H su h that In (A) = In (A). We
say that  is a simply lo al mgu of A and H if  = 0 1 where 0 is simply lo al
wrt. the lause H and 1 is simply lo al wrt. the atom A.
Lemma 3.8. Let the atoms A and H be variable disjoint and A be simply moded.
Suppose that there exists # = mgu (A; H ) su h that In (A#) = In (A). Then there
exist a simply lo al mgu  of A and H .
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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Note that previous Lemma 3.8 together with Theorem 3.18 in [Apt 1997℄ (on
derivations with di erent mgu's), ensures us that as long as we are interested in
properties whi h are invariant under renaming, we an safely assume that all the
mgu's employed in an input onsuming derivation of a simply moded program with
a simply moded query are simply lo al.
Example 3.9. Consider the predi ate p=2 in the mode p(I ; O ) and the atoms
A = p(f(X; Y); Z)
H = p(W; U):
Note that there exists an mgu # of A and H su h that In (A#) = In (A). In fa t,
there are a tually two relevant mgus whi h enjoy this property:
#1 = fW=f(X; Y); U=Zg
#2 = fW=f(X; Y); Z=Ug
but only the se ond one is simply lo al. Note also that when A and H are variable
disjoint and # is a simply lo al mgu of A and H then the variables in Out (A) do
not o ur anymore in A#.
The next lemma shows a persisten y property of simply lo al substitutions. It
provides one of the key intuitions for the development of the bottom-up semanti s
of next se tion. Its proof is reported in the appendix.

Let Q : A; R be a simply moded query, Q0 : (B; R)# and Q =#) Q0
be an input onsuming derivation step obtained by using the simply moded lause
: H B and the simply lo al mgu #. Let  be a substitution simply lo al wrt. Q0
su h that the set of fresh variables of  is disjoint from Var (Q) and Var ( ). Then
(#)jQ is simply lo al wrt. Q.
Lemma 3.10.

4. A DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR PARTIAL DERIVATIONS

As we mentioned in the introdu tion, input onsuming derivations an be used to
model parallelism, and in this ontext it is very important to model the results of
partial omputations. Indeed, standard semanti s for on urrent logi languages
su h as CCP [Etalle et al. 2002; Saraswat and Rinard 1990℄ and GHC [Ueda and
Furukawa 1988℄ often apture su h intermediate results, or in any ase, the results
of non-su essful omputations [de Boer and Palamidessi 1991℄. In fa t, input onsuming programs an have a rea tive nature: the (partial) result of a omputation
may trigger another omputation by instantiating suÆ iently the input positions
of another atom so that it be omes resolvable. Be ause of this, when one wants to
hara terize for instan e termination, the adoption of a semanti s modeling intermediate results be omes essential.
In this se tion we de ne a denotational semanti s that models partial omputed
answer substitutions of input onsuming derivations of simply moded programs and
queries. We will later see how this semanti s allows us to hara terize termination
of input onsuming derivations.

4.1 Immediate onsequen e operator

In predi ate logi , an interpretation states whi h formulas are true and whi h ones
are not. For our purposes, it is onvenient to formalize this by de ning an interpretation I as a set of atoms losed under varian e. Based on this notion and simply
lo al substitutions, we now de ne a restri ted notion of model.
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De nition 4.1 (simply lo al model). Let M be an interpretation. We say that
M is a simply lo al model of a lause : H B1 ; : : : ; Bn if for every substitution
 simply lo al wrt. ,
if B1 ; : : : ; Bn  2 M then H 2 M .
(1)
M is a simply lo al model of a program P if it is a simply lo al model of ea h lause

of it.
Clearly a simply lo al model is not ne essarily a model in the lassi al sense,
sin e the substitution  in (1) is required to be simply lo al. For example, given
the program fq(1):; p(X) q(X):g with modes q(I ); p(O ), a model must ontain
the atom p(1), whereas a simply lo al model does not ne essarily ontain p(1), sin e
fX=1g is not simply lo al wrt. p(X) q(X): On the other hand, any term model
(see [Apt 1997℄) is a simply lo al model, while there are Herbrand models whi h
are not simply lo al.
We now show that there exists a minimal simply lo al model and that it is
bottom-up omputable. For this we need the following operator TPSL on interpretations.
De nition 4.2 (TPSL operator). Given a program P and an interpretation I , we
de ne
TPsl (I ) = fH j 9 : H
B1 ; : : : ; Bn variant of a lause in P;
 is simply lo al wrt. ;

B1 ; : : : ; Bn  2 I g

and

TPSL (I ) = (TPsl + id )(I ) = I [ TPsl (I ):
It is easy to show that both TPsl and TPSL are monotoni and ontinuous on the

latti e where interpretations are ordered by set in lusion. We onsider powers of
an operator T whi h are de ned in the standard
as follows: T " 0(I ) = I ,
S way
T " (i + 1)(I ) = T (T " i(I )), and T " !(I ) = 1
T
"
i(I ).
i=0
We now show that if I onsists of simply moded atoms then TPSL " ! (I ) is a
simply lo al model of P ontaining I . In the following we denote by SM P the set
of all simply moded atoms of the extended Herbrand universe of P . The proof of
the next proposition is reported in the appendix.
Proposition 4.3. Let P be simply moded and I  SM P be an interpretation.
Then TPSL " !(I ) is the least simply lo al model of P ontaining I .

The following lemma relates partial input onsuming derivations of simply moded
programs and queries with powers of the TPSL operator. It is the key result to relate
the operational semanti s of partial input onsuming derivations to the denotational
semanti s introdu ed below. The proof is reported in the appendix.
Lemma 4.4. Let the program P and the query A be simply moded and I  SM P
be an interpretation. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) there exists an input onsuming derivation Æ : A #!P C with C  I ,
(ii) there exists a substitution  simply lo al wrt. A, su h that A  TPSL " !(I ),
where A# and A are variant.
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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4.2 Modeling the results of partial derivations

The results of partial input onsuming derivations of simply moded queries in simply
moded programs are aptured by the following operational semanti s.

De nition

O

SM P

4.5

(partial .a.s. semanti s). Let the program P be simply moded.

(P ) = fAj A is simply moded and there exists A

!P C with C  SM P g:


The next theorem shows that the denotational semanti s provided by the least
simply lo al model of P ontaining SM P is orre t and fully abstra t with respe t
to the operational semanti s of partial omputed answer substitutions OSM P (P ).
The proof follows immediately by Lemma 4.4 above.

Let P be simply moded. Then OSM P (P ) = TPSL " !(SM P ).
In the following we denote by PMPSL the least simply lo al model of P ontaining
SM P .
Example 4.7. Consider again program APPEND. PM SL
APPEND is obtained by repeatedly applying the TPSL operator, starting from any simply moded atom, i.e., an atom
of the form append(s; t; x) where s and t are arbitrary terms but x is a variable not
o urring in s or in t. Hen e,
PM SL
APPEND = fappend([t1 ; : : : ; tm ℄; t; [t1 ; : : : ; tm jt℄)g
[ fappend(s; t; x) j x is a fresh variable g
[ fappend([t1 ; : : : ; tm js℄; t; [t1 ; : : : ; tm jx℄) j x is a fresh variableg
where s; t; t1 ; : : : ; tm are arbitrary terms, and m  0
Consider now the query append([a; b; jX℄; Y; Z). The substitution  = fZ=[a; bjZ0 ℄g
SL
is simply lo al wrt. that query and append([a; b; jX℄; Y; [a; bjZ0 ℄) 2 PMAPPEND
. UsTheorem 4.6.

ing Theorem 4.6, we an on lude that the query has a partial derivation with
omputed answer . Following the same reasoning, we an also on lude that the
query has a partial derivation with omputed answer 0 = fZ=[ajZ0 ℄g.

5. TERMINATION

In this se tion, we show how the denotational semanti s an be used to give a
hara terization of termination of input onsuming derivations, in a similar way as
this has been done previously for LD-derivations [Apt and Pedres hi 1994; Ruggieri
1997℄.
Input onsuming derivations were originally on eived as an abstra t and \reasonably strong" assumption about the sele tion rule in order to prove termination [Smaus 1999b℄. The rst result in this area was a suÆ ient riterion appli able
to well- and ni ely moded programs. This was improved upon by dropping the
requirement of well-modedness, whi h means that one also aptures termination by
deadlo k.
The previous approa hes are appli able as long as ea h re ursive lause in the
program is dire t re ursive, i.e., the stru ture upon whi h the re ursion is arried out
is passed dire tly from the lause head to the re ursive all in the body. Typi ally,
this means that the lause has the form p(: : : ; s; : : :) A; p(: : : ; t; : : :); C, where t
is a proper subterm of s.
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In this se tion we de ne the lass of simply a eptable programs whi h in ludes
programs whose termination annot be proven without taking into a ount interargument relations. This means that for a lause p(: : :)
A; p(: : :); C, we need
to take into a ount how A and C might instantiate the body atom p(: : :) in
order to establish termination. In this ase, simply lo al models and simply lo al
substitutions onvey the needed information.

5.1 Simply A eptable Programs

Note that programs without re ursion terminate trivially. In order to deal with
mutually re ursive pro edures we need the following standard de nitions [Apt 1997℄.

De nition 5.1. Let P be a program, p and q be relations. We say that p refers
to q in P if there is a lause in P with p in the head and q in the body; p depends
on q in P , and we write p w q, if (p; q) is in the re exive and transitive losure
of the relation refers to ; p and q are mutually re ursive, written p ' q , if p and q
depend on ea h other (i.e., p w q and q w p). We also write p = q when p w q and
q 6w p.
To prove termination, it is ommon to use some measure of size for atoms in a
query, often alled level mapping. To show termination of moded programs, it is
natural to use moded level mappings, where it is made expli it that the level of an
atom depends only on its input positions. This on ept was originally de ned for
ground atoms [Etalle et al. 1999℄. Generalizing the de nition to arbitrary atoms is
ru ial for showing termination of input onsuming derivations.

De nition 5.2 (moded level mapping). A fun tion j j is a moded level mapping if
it maps atoms into N and for any two atoms A and B , if A and B have the same
predi ate symbol and the same terms in their input positions, then jAj = jB j.
In other words, the level of an atom has to be independent from the terms
o urring in its output positions. For our purposes it is not ne essary to require
that the level mapping is invariant under renaming, yet this being the most ommon
ase.
We now provide the entral de nitions of this se tion.

De nition 5.3 (input terminating). A program is alled input terminating wrt. a
given lass C of queries if all its input onsuming derivations starting in query in
C are nite.
In parti ular, we say that P is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries if for
ea h simply moded query Q, all input onsuming derivations of P [ fQg terminate.
The basi notion for proving input termination is simply a eptability, whi h is
in analogy to a eptability [Apt and Pedres hi 1994℄.

De nition 5.4 (simply a eptable). Let P be a program and M a simply lo al
model of P ontaining SM P . A lause is simply a eptable wrt. the moded level
mapping j j and M if for every variant H A; B; C of and every substitution 
simply lo al wrt. ,
if A 2 M and Rel (H ) ' Rel (B ) then jHj > jBj:

ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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The program P is simply a eptable wrt. M if there exists a moded level mapping
j j su h that ea h lause of P is simply a eptable wrt. j j and M . We also say
that P is simply a eptable if it is simply a eptable wrt. some M and moded level
mapping j j.
The di eren e between a eptability and simply a eptability is that a eptability is based on the lassi al notion of model and onsequently on ground instan es
of a lause, whereas simply a eptability is based on simply lo al models ontaining SMP . These models allow us to model orre tly the behaviour indu ed by the
dynami s heduling and to apture the results of partial omputations. Another
important di eren e with a eptability is that the level mapping de reasing is now
required for mutually re ursive alls only.
It is important to realize why we need to model partial results. Consider the
following program
q(a)
p(a)

q(a).
fail.

mode q(I)
mode p(O)

Noti e that the query q(X) terminates by deadlo k, while q(a) loops. Now onsider the query p(X),q(X). This query an yield to a nonterminating omputation
be ause the query p(X), before failing, reports the partial answer fX/ag. If { in
order to prove termination { we referred to a lassi al model (modeling only su essful derivations) then we would not be able to see that the above program ould
diverge, be ause we would not onsider fX/ag as a possible answer substitution.
In the next two se tions, we prove that simply a eptability is a suÆ ient and
ne essary riterion for input termination wrt. simply moded queries.

5.2 SuÆ ien y of Simply A eptability

The following orollary of [Bossi et al. 2002, Lemma 22℄ allows us to restri t our
attention to queries ontaining only one atom.
Corollary 5.5. Let P be a simply moded program. P is input terminating wrt.
simply moded queries if and only if for ea h simply moded atomi query A all input
onsuming derivations of P [ fAg are nite.

>From now on, we say that a relation p is de ned in the program P if p o urs
in a head of a lause of P , and that P extends the program R if no relation de ned
in P o urs in R.
The following theorem shows that simply a eptability is a suÆ ient riterion for
input termination wrt. simply moded queries, and an be used in a modular way.
Theorem 5.6. Let P and R be two simply moded programs su h that P extends
R. Let M be a simply lo al model of P [ R ontaining SM P . Suppose that

| R is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries,
| P is simply a eptable wrt. M (and a moded level mapping j j).
Then P

[ R is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries.
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Proof. First, for ea h predi ate symbol p, we de ne dep P (p) to be the number
of predi ate symbols it depends on: dep P (p) = #fq j q is de ned in P and p w q g.
Clearly, dep P (p) is always nite. Further, it is immediate to see that if p ' q then
dep P (p) = dep P (q) and that if p = q then dep P (p) > dep P (q).
We an now prove our theorem. By Corollary 5.5, it is suÆ ient to prove that
for any simply moded atomi query A, all input onsuming derivations of P [ fAg
are nite.
First noti e that if A is de ned in R then the result follows immediately from
the hypothesis that R is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries and that P
is an extension of R. So we an assume that A is de ned in P .
For the purpose of deriving a ontradi tion, assume that Æ is an in nite input
onsuming derivation of (P [ R) [ fAg su h that A is de ned in P . Then

2 
1 (B ; : : : ; B )# =#)
Æ : A =#)
1
n 1

where : H B1 ; : : : ; Bn is the input lause used in the rst derivation step and
#1 = mgu (A; H ). Clearly, (B1 ; : : : ; Bn )#1 has an in nite input onsuming derivation in P [ R. By Corollary 2.12 and Lemma 3.8, for some i 2 [1::n℄ and for some
substitution #02 ,
(1) there exists an in nite input onsuming derivation of (P [ R) [ fAg of the form
2 C; (B ; : : : ; B )# #0    ;
1 (B ; : : : ; B )# #!
A =#)
i
n 1 2
1
n 1
(2) there exists an in nite input onsuming derivation of P [ fBi #1 #02 g
0

both employing only simply lo al mgu's.
Let  = (#1 #02 )j . It is not diÆ ult to see that  is simply lo al wrt. (this is a
onsequen e of Proposition A.1, reported in the appendix). Consider the instan e
H (B1 ; : : : ; Bn ) of . By Theorem 4.6, (B1 ; : : : ; Bi 1 ) 2 M .
We show that (2) annot hold, by indu tion on hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji with respe t
to the ordering  de ned by: hm; ni  hm0 ; n0 i if either m > m0 or m = m0 and
n > n0 .
Base. Let dep P (Rel (A)) = 0 (jAj is arbitrary). In this ase, A does not depend
on any predi ate symbol of P , thus all the Bi as well as all the atoms o urring in
its des endants in any input onsuming derivation are de ned in R. The hypothesis
that R is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries ontradi ts (2) above.
Indu tion step. We distinguish two ases:
(1) Rel (H ) = Rel (Bi ),
(2) Rel (H ) ' Rel (Bi ).
In ase (a) we have dep P (Rel (A)) = dep P (Rel (H)) > dep P (Rel (Bi )): Therefore,
hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji = hdep P (Rel (H)); jHji  hdep P (Rel (Bi )); jBi ji:
In ase (b), from the hypothesis that P is simply a eptable wrt. j j and M ,  is
simply lo al wrt. and (B1 ; : : : ; Bi 1 ) 2 M , it follows that jHj > jBi j. Consider
the partial input onsuming derivation A ! C; (Bi ; : : : ; Bn ). By Lemma 2.8 and
the fa t that j j is a moded level mapping, we have that jAj = jAj = jHj. Hen e,
hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji = hdep P (Rel (H)); jHji  hdep P (Rel (Bi )); jBi ji.
In both ases, the ontradi tion follows by the indu tive hypothesis.
ACM Transa tions on Computational Logi , Vol. ??, No. ??, ?? 20??.
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qui ksort(Xs, Ys)
qui ksort(Xs,Ys)

Ys is an ordered permutation of Xs.
qui ksort dl(Xs,Ys,[℄).

1: qui ksort dl([X|Xs℄,Ys,Zs)
partition(Xs,X,Littles,Bigs),
qui ksort dl(Bigs,Ys1,Zs),
qui ksort dl(Littles,Ys,[X|Ys1℄).
qui ksort dl([℄,Xs,Xs).
2: partition([X|Xs℄,Y,[X|Ls℄,Bs)
3: partition([X|Xs℄,Y,Ls,[X|Bs℄)
partition([℄,Y,[℄,[℄).

X =< Y, partition(Xs,Y,Ls,Bs).
X > Y, partition(Xs,Y,Ls,Bs).

Fig. 1. The QUICKSORT program

The above theorem suggests proving termination in a modular way, i.e., extending
a program that is already known to be input terminating wrt. simply moded queries
by a program that is simply a eptable. Of ourse, this theorem holds in parti ular
if the former program is empty.
Theorem 5.7. Let P be a simply moded program. If P is simply a eptable then
it is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries.
Proof.

The proof follows from Theorem 5.6, by setting R = ;.

Example 5.8. Figure 1 shows qui ksort using a form of di eren e lists [Sterling and Shapiro 1986, program 15.3℄ (we permuted two body atoms for the sake
of larity). This program is simply moded wrt. the mode

fqui

ksort(I ; O ); qui ksort dl(I ; O ; I ); partition(I ; I ; O ; O ); =<(I ; I );
>(I ; I )g.

We show that it is simply a eptable. We start by de ning the level mapping.
De ne fun tion len as
len([hjt℄) = 1 + len(t);
len(a) = 0
if a is not of the form [hjt℄:
We use the following moded level mapping (where positions with are irrelevant):

jqui ksort dl(l; ; )j
jpartition(l; ; ; )j

= len(l);
= len(l):

The level mapping of all other atoms an be set to 0. Con erning the simply lo al
model, the ru ial aspe t with respe t to termination is that it has to express the
dependen y between the list lengths of the arguments of partition. To this end,
the simplest solution is to hoose it so that M restri ted to partition ontains
exa tly the atoms of the form partition(t1 ; t2 ; t3 ; t4 ) where

len(t1 )  len(t3) and len(t1 )  len(t4):

(2)

The presen e (or absen e) of other atoms is irrelevant for showing simple-a eptability,
so the simplest way of building a simply lo al model is that of adding all other atoms
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not de ning partition. Let

M =

fpartition(t ; t ; t ; t ) j len(t )  len(t ) and len(t )  len(t )g
[ fqui ksort dl(r; s; t) j for all r; s; tg
[ fqui ksort(r; s) j for all r; sg
[ f=<(r; s); >(r; s) j for all r; sg:
1

2

3

4

1

3

1

4

Noti e that M in ludes all simply moded atoms. It is easy to show that the program is simply a eptable wrt. M and j j and hen e input terminating wrt. simply
moded queries. In fa t:
| Consider 1, the rst lause de ning qui ksort dl. For every substitution

, simply lo al wrt. 1, we have to show that
- If partition(Xs; X; Littles; Bigs) 2 M , then
jqui ksort dl([XjXs℄; Ys; Zs)j > jqui ksort dl(Bigs; Ys1; Zs)j.

This follows immediately from the de nition of level mapping j j and the fa t that
sin e partition(Xs; X; Littles; Bigs) 2 M , we have len(Bigs)  len(Xs).
- If (partition(Xs; X; Littles; Bigs); qui ksort dl(Bigs; Ys1; Zs)) 2 M , then
jqui ksort dl([XjXs℄; Ys; Zs)j > jqui ksort dl(Littles; Ys; [XjYs1℄)j.
This is analogous to the previous point and follows by the de nition of j j and the
fa t that sin e partition(Xs; X; Littles; Bigs) 2 M , len(Littles)  len(Xs).
| Next, we onsider 2. We have to show that for ea h simply lo al substitution
 su h that (X =< Y) 2 M ,
jpartition([X|Xs℄,Y,[X|Ls℄,Bs)j > jpartition(Xs,Y,Ls,Bs)j.
This follows dire tly from the de nition of j j (the fa t that (X =< Y) 2 M is not
used here).
| Finally, we onsider the other lauses. Clause 3 is handled as 2, while all
other ones are not re ursive (not even mutually), and therefore they are trivially
simply a eptable.
There is one aspe t we have negle ted so far, namely that the program ontains
alls to (built-in) predi ates =< and > without de ning lauses. However, these
predi ates are on eptually de ned by fa t lauses su h as 1>0:, whi h are trivially
simply a eptable.
By Theorem 5.7 we have that every query of the form qui ksort(t ; x ), where x is
a variable disjoint from t, yields a nite input onsuming derivation. In parti ular,
Theorem 5.7 shows that the query qui ksort(Y,X) yields terminating input onsuming derivations. These derivations terminate by deadlo k, while by dropping
the requirement of input onsuming resolution steps it is easy to build a nonterminating derivation starting in that query. This shows that Theorem 5.7 allows
us to apture termination by deadlo k, as further on rmed by the ne essity results
we will provide in the next se tion.
It is worth remarking that with the tool of [Bossi et al. 2002℄ it is not possible
to prove that QUICKSORT is input terminating (wrt. simply moded queries). This is
be ause in that paper the on ept of quasi-re urrent program, whi h has the same
role as that of simply a eptable program, does not take into a ount the presen e
of inter-argument relationships, (whi h in the above example are present in the
form of equation (2)).
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The following ontrived example shows the ne essity of referring to simply lo al
substitutions.
Example 5.9. Consider the program
4: q(a)

q(X).

together with the mode q(I). Every simply moded query terminates (either by
failure or by deadlo k). Take the level mapping jq(t)j = 1 if t is not a variable
and jq(x)j = 0 otherwise. We now show that 4 is simply a eptable wrt. j j and
any simply lo al model M . In fa t, for every  simply lo al wrt. 4 we have that
q(X) = q(X): sin e Out (q(X)) = ;, we have that X 62 Dom (). Moreover trivially
q(a) = q(a). Therefore jq(a)j > jq(X)j, whi h implies simply a eptability.
Noti e that if we drop the requirement that  must be simply lo al then we would
have no guarantee that jq(a)j > jq(X)j: simply let  = fX=ag.

5.3 Ne essity of Simply A eptability

We now prove the onverse of Theorem 5.7, namely that our riterion for proving
input termination wrt. simply moded queries is also ne essary. For this we need
some new de nitions as well as some new preliminary results in the spirit of those
in [Apt and Pedres hi 1994℄.
The rst de nition on erns a on ept analogous to that of SLD-trees in the
ontext of input onsuming derivations.
De nition 5.10 (IC-tree). Let P be a program and Q be a query. An IC-tree
for P [ fQg is a tree su h that

| its root is Q,
| every node Q0 has exa tly one des endant Q00 for every atom A of Q0 and
every lause su h that Q00 is an input onsuming resolvent of Q0 wrt. A and .
Informally, an IC-tree for P [ fQg groups all the input onsuming derivations of
P [ fQg modulo the hoi es of the renaming of the program lauses used and the
hoi es of the mgu's.
Noti e that it an happen that a node ontains no sele table atom, in whi h ase
it has no hildren.
Bran hes of IC-trees are input onsuming derivations. Therefore we an hara terize input termination in terms of IC-trees.

Lemma 5.11. A IC-tree for P [ fQg is nite i all input onsuming onsuming
derivations of P [ fQg are nite.

Proof. By de nition, the IC-trees are nitely bran hing. The laim now follows
by the lassi al result of Konig.
Analogously to the ase of a eptability, we measure atoms by ounting the
number of nodes in the orresponding IC-tree. For a program P and a query Q,
we denote by nodes iP (Q) the number of nodes in an IC-tree for P [ fQg. We need
one last property of IC-trees.

Lemma 5.12. Let the program P and the query A; B be simply moded. Suppose
that P is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries and that A 2 PM SL
P , where
 is a simply lo al substitution wrt. A. Then nodes iP (A; B )  nodes iP (B).
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Proof. Consider an IC-tree T for P [ fA; B g. By the hypothesis that A 2
PM SL
P , it follows that there exists a substitution # su h that { by Lemma 4.4 {
A #!P C is a (partial) input onsuming derivation and A  A#. Hen e there
exists an input onsuming derivation A; B #!P C; B# and B  B#. Clearly,
by de nition of IC-tree, nodes iP (A; B )  nodes iP (B#) = nodes iP (B). Hen e the

thesis.

We are now in the position to prove that the lass of simply a eptable programs
omprises all the programs input terminating wrt. simply moded queries.
Theorem 5.13. Let P be a simply moded program. If P is input terminating
wrt. simply moded queries then P is simply a eptable.
In parti ular, it is simply a eptable wrt. PMPSL and a moded level mapping whi h
is invariant under renaming.
Proof. We show that there exists a moded level mapping j j for P su h that P
is simply a eptable wrt. j j and PMPSL . We re all that PMPSL is the least simply
lo al model of P ontaining SM P .
Given an atom A, we denote with A an atom obtained from A by repla ing the
terms lling in its output positions with fresh distin t variables. Clearly, we have
that A is simply moded. Then we de ne the following moded level mapping for
P:

jAj = nodes P (A ):
i

Noti e that the level jAj of an atom A is independent from the terms lling in its
output positions, i.e., j j is a moded level mapping. Moreover, sin e P is input
terminating wrt. simply moded queries and A is simply moded, all the input onsuming derivations of P [ fA g are nite. Therefore, by Lemma 5.11, nodes iP (A )
is de ned (and nite), and thus jAj is de ned (and nite) for every atom A.
We now prove that P is simply a eptable wrt. j j and PMPSL .
Let : H A; B; C be a lause of P and H A; B; C be an instan e of
where  is a simply lo al substitution wrt. . We show that
if A 2 PMPSL and Rel (H ) ' Rel (B ) then jHj > jBj:
Consider a variant 0 : H 0
A0 ; B0; C0 of variable disjoint 0from (H) .
0
Let  be a renaming su h that
= . Clearly, (H) and H unify. Let
 = mgu ((H) ; H 0 ) = mgu ((H) ; H) be a simply lo al mgu of (H) and
H 0 . Then it holds that Dom ()  Var (Out ((H) )) [ Var (In (H)). Hen e
(A0 ; B 0 ; C0 ) = (A; B; C), and
(H) =) (A; B; C)


is an input onsuming derivation step, i.e., (A; B; C) is a des endant of (H)
in an IC-tree for P [ f(H) g.
Moreover, (A; B; C)  (A; B; C)()jIn (H ) = (A; B; C)jIn (H ) .
Let  = jIn(H ) jOut(A) jOut(B;C) . Hen e, by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, jOut(A) is
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simply lo al wrt. AjIn (H ) . Therefore, we have that

jHj

= nodes iP ((H) )
> nodes iP ((A; B; C)jIn (H ) )
 nodes iP ((A; B )jIn (H ) )
 nodes iP ((BjIn (H ) jOut(A) )
= nodes iP ((B) )
= jBj

(by de nition of j j)
(by de nition of IC-tree)
(by de nition of IC-tree)
(by Lemma 5.12)
(sin e  is simply lo al wrt. )
(by de nition of j j):

5.4 A Chara terization

Summarizing, we have hara terized input termination by simply a eptability.

Theorem 5.14. A simply moded program P is simply a eptable if and only
if it is input terminating wrt. simply moded queries. In parti ular, if P is input
terminating wrt. simply moded queries, then it is simply a eptable wrt. PMPSL and
a moded level mapping whi h is invariant under renaming.
Proof.

By Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.13.

The following example shows how we an use Theorem 5.14 to reason about
termination of a program.
Example 5.15.

Consider the following program PERMUTE.

% permute(Xs,Ys)

Ys is a permutation of the list Xs

1: permute([X|Xs℄,Ys)
permute([℄,[℄).
% insert(Xs,X,Ys)

insert(Zs,X,Ys), permute(Xs,Zs).

Ys is the result of inserting X into the list Xs

2: insert([U|Xs℄,X,[U|Zs℄)
insert(Xs,X,[X|Xs℄).

insert(Xs,X,Zs).

First, let us onsider it together with the mode permute(O ; I ); insert(O ; O ; I ).
Noti e that the program is simply-moded. It is immediate to he k that the program
is not input terminating in this mode: by repeatedly sele ting the rightmost atom,
the query permute(Xs,Ys) generates an in nite input onsuming derivation. This
is basi ally due to the fa t that 1 has a variable in its input position. Therefore,
the re ursive all in the body an always be sele ted.
This suggests that one ould obtain input termination by repla ing 1 by:
1': permute([X|Xs℄,[Y|Ys℄)

insert(Zs,X,[Y|Ys℄), permute(Xs,Zs).

Call the resulting program PERMUTE2. This program is still nonterminating (the
query permute(Xs,[Y|Ys℄) has an in nite input onsuming derivation). However,
this is not so obvious, and in essen e, it has rst been observed by Naish [Naish
1993℄, in the ontext of programs with delay de larations. We an use Theorem 5.13 to demonstrate that and to understand why PERMUTE2 does not input terminate. We show that the program annot be simply a eptable wrt.
PM SL
PERMUTE2 and a moded level mapping whi h is invariant under renaming. By
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applying TPSL on e to the the simply moded atom insert(Xs0; X0 ; Zs0 ) (Xs0 ; X0 ; Zs0
are fresh variables), one sees that insert([U0jXs0 ℄; X0 ; [U0 jZs0 ℄) 2 PM SL
PERMUTE2 . The
substitution fY=U0 ; Ys=Zs0; Zs=[U0 jXs0 ℄; X=X0 g is simply lo al wrt. 1'. Therefore,
for 1' to be simply a eptable, by Theorem 5.13, there would have to be a moded
level mapping invariant under renaming su h that jpermute([X0 jXs℄; [U0 jZs0 ℄)j >
jpermute(Xs; [U0 jXs0 ℄)j. This is a ontradi tion sin e a moded level mapping depends only on the input arguments (the se ond argument of permute).
Naish [Naish 1993℄ suggested to obtain a terminating program by repla ing 2
with its most spe i variant:
2': insert([U|Xs℄,X,[U|[H|T℄℄)

insert(Xs,X,[H|T℄).

Call the resulting program PERMUTE3. We show that PERMUTE3 is input terminating.3 Note that PERMUTE3 is simply moded, and onsider the following level
mapping:

jpermute( ; l)j
jinsert( ; ; l)j

= len(l);
= len(l):

Con erning the simply lo al model, the ru ial aspe t with respe t to termination
is that it has to express the dependen y between the lengths of the third and rst
arguments of insert. We de ne:
M = fpermute(l; m) j for all l; mg
[ finsert(m; a; l) j either insert(m; a; l) is simply moded
or len(l) > len(m)
g
Noti e that this model ontains also non-ground atoms. We have to verify that M is
a simply-lo al model. The only non-trivial proof obligation on erns 2'. Now for
any, not even ne essarily simply lo al, substitution , insert(Xs; X; [HjT℄) 2 M
implies insert([UjXs℄; X; [Uj[HjT℄℄) 2 M . Hen e M is a simply-lo al model.
We show that PERMUTE3 is simply a eptable wrt. M and j j. Con erning 1', we
must show that for every substitution , simply lo al wrt. 1', insert(Zs; X; [YjYs℄) 2
M implies jpermute([XjXs℄; [YjYs℄)j > jpermute(Xs; Zs)j. By the de nitions of
M and j j, this even holds for arbitrary . For the remaining lauses, it is immediate to he k that they are simply-a eptable. It follows that PERMUTE3 is input
terminating wrt. simply moded queries.
To on lude, onsider the program PERMUTE4: that is, PERMUTE together with the
modes permute(I ; O ); insert(I ; I ; O ). In this ase, in order to make the program
simply moded we have to permute the two body atoms of the rst permute lause
(but see the remark below) i.e., permute is rede ned as
permute([X|Xs℄,Ys)
permute([℄,[℄).

permute(Xs,Zs), insert(Zs,X,Ys).

Noti e that the program is now input terminating wrt. simply moded queries.
This is in fa t the natural mode of the PERMUTE program. To demonstrate the
We noted in [Smaus et al. 1998℄ that Naish's proposal for obtaining a terminating program
does not work: For example, the query permute(Xs,[1,2℄) still loops. Indeed, following Naish's
proposal we get an input terminating program. The problem is that his delay de larations do not
ensure input onsuming derivations, as noted in [Smaus 1999a℄.

3
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termination one an apply Theorem 5.7 using any simply lo al model together
with the following moded level mapping:

jpermute(l; )j
jinsert(l; ; )j

= len(l);
= len(l):

In PERMUTE4 we reordered the body atoms of a program, but this was a tually
an unne essary operation.

Remark 5.16. Everything we state in this arti le that applies to the lass of
simply-moded programs (resp. queries) applies to the lass of permutation simply
moded programs (queries) as well, i.e., to those programs and queries that are
simply moded possibly after a permutation of body atoms. For the sake of notation
simpli ity, we avoid to refer to this in a stru tural way.

6. OTHER EXAMPLES

In this se tion we provide additional explanatory examples.
Example 6.1.

Consider the following program LISTTREE for onverting a list

l into a binary tree t with labeled nodes, so that t ontains as labels exa tly the
elements of l, in the same left-to-right order (in an also be used to onvert t into
l).
L is a list and T is a binary tree with labelled nodes
ontaining the same elements in a left-to-right order

list tree(L,T)

%
%

list tree([℄,void).
1: list tree([H|T℄,tree(TA,X,TB))
extra t([H|T℄,LA,X,LB),
list tree(LA,TA),
list tree(LB,TB).
%

extra t(Xs,Ys,X,Zs)

Xs is the result of on atenating Ys, [X℄ and Zs

2: extra t([X|L℄,[℄,X,L).
3: extra t([X|[H|T℄℄,[X|S℄,Y,R)

extra t([H|T℄,S,Y,R).

mode list tree(I,O)
mode extra t(I,O,O,O)

This program is simply moded. We now show that it is simply a eptable; for this
we employ the following moded level mapping:

jlist tree(l; )j
jextra t(l; ; ; )j

= len(l);
= len(l):

Con erning the simply lo al model, the ru ial aspe t with respe t to termination
is that it has to express the dependen y between the lengths of the arguments of
extra t. We de ne
M = flist tree(l; t)
j for all l; tg
[ fextra t(l; l1 ; x; l2 ) j either l1 ; l2 ; l are distin t variables;
or len(l) > len(l1 ) and len(l) > len(l2 ) g:
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We have to verify that M is indeed a simply-lo al model.
First, we have to show that M is a simply-lo al model of the lauses de ning
list tree. This is however trivial, sin e M ontains all instan es of list tree(X,Y).
Se ondly, we have to show that M is a simply-lo al model of 2. We have to
show that for ea h  simply-lo al wrt. 2 extra t([XjL℄; [℄; X; L) 2 M . But this
holds by the model de nition and the fa t that for any substitution , we have that
len([XjL℄) > len([℄) and len([XjL℄) > len(L).
Thirdly, we have to show that M is a simply-lo al model of 3. Consider
any substitution  su h that extra t([HjT℄; S; Y; R) 2 M . Sin e [H|T℄ annot be a variable, by the de nition of M , len([Xj[HjT℄℄) > len([XjS℄) and
len([Xj[HjT℄℄) > len(R); thus extra t([Xj[HjT℄℄; [XjS℄; Y; R) 2 M . Therefore
M is a simply-lo al model of 3.
Finally, we show that the program is simply a eptable wrt. M and j j and hen e
input terminating wrt. simply moded queries. The only non-trivial ase is lause
1. For every simply lo al substitution , we must show that

(1) If extra t([HjT℄; LA; X; LB) 2 M
then jlist tree([HjT℄; tree(TA; X; TB))j > jlist tree(LA; TA)j.
(2) If extra t([HjT℄; LA; X; LB); list tree(LA; TA) 2 M
then jlist tree([HjT℄; tree(TA; X; TB))j > jlist tree(LB; TB)j.

Both impli ations follow immediately from the de nition of j j and of M .
Observe that it is essential that we have the non-variable term [HjT℄ in 1,
rather than simply a variable. Also, in 3, we must have [HjT℄ rather than simply
a variable. Otherwise, the program would not be input terminating.
Example 6.2. Consider the following program TRANSPOSE for transposing a matrix. A matrix is represented as a list of lists: [[a,b, ℄,[1,2,3℄℄ is a matrix with
two rows and 3 olumns. Note the degenerate ases: [[℄,[℄℄ is the matrix with 0
olumns and 2 rows, while [℄ is not a matrix (though it ould be regarded as any
matrix with 0 rows but an unknown number of olumns).

%

transpose(M,N)

N is the transposed matrix of matrix M.

transpose(M,[℄) no ols matrix(M).
1: transpose([R|Rs℄,[C|Cs℄)
ut ol([R|Rs℄,C,M2),
transpose(M2,Cs).
%
%

C is the rst olumn of the matrix M
ut ol(M,C,N)
and N is obtained by removing C from M

2: ut ol([℄,[℄,[℄).
3: ut ol([[E|Es℄|Rs℄,[E|C2℄,[Es|Rs2℄)
%

no ols matrix(M)

ut ol(Rs,C2,Rs2).

matrix M has zero width (no olumns)

no ols matrix([℄).
4: no ols matrix([[℄|Rs℄)

no ols matrix(Rs).

mode transpose(I,O)
mode ut ol(I,O,O)
mode no ols matrix(I).
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This program is simply moded. We now show that it is simply a eptable. The
moded level mapping uses len and the usual term size norm and is de ned as follows:

jtranspose(m; )j = size(m);
j ut ol(m; ; )j = len(m);
jno ols matrix(m)j = len(m):
where size(f (t ; : : : ; tn )) = 1 + size(t ) +    + size(tn ) for n  0, and size(t) = 0 if
1

t is a variable.

1

Con erning the simply lo al model, the ru ial aspe t with respe t to termination
is that it has to express the dependen y between the row widths of the arguments of
ut ol. More spe i ally, in lause 1, [RjRs℄ is a matrix (a list of rows), and M2
is obtained from [RjRs℄ by utting o the rst element in ea h row. This de rease
in row width is ru ial for termination. We de ne
M = ftranspose(m; n) j for all m; n
g
[ f ut ol(m; r; n) j either ut ol(m; r; n) is simply-moded
or m = n = [℄
or size(m) > size(n)
g
g:
[ fno ols matrix(m) j for all m

We now verify that M is a simply-lo al model. We have non-trivial proof obligations
for 2 and 3. Con erning 2, ut ol([℄; [℄; [℄) 2 M by onstru tion. Con erning 3, onsider an arbitrary (not even ne essarily simply-lo al) substitution  su h
that ut ol(Rs; C2; Rs2) 2 M . There are three ases.
| If ut ol(Rs; C2; Rs2) is simply-moded, then
Rs2 is a variable, thus
size([[EjEs℄jRs℄) > size([EsjRs2℄) and therefore
ut ol([[EjEs℄jRs℄; [EjC2℄; [EsjRs2℄) 2 M .
| If Rs  Rs2  [℄, then
ut ol([[EjEs℄jRs℄; [EjC2℄; [EsjRs2℄)  ut ol([[EjEs℄℄; [EjC2℄; [Es℄),
and sin e size([[EjEs℄℄) > size([Es℄), it follows that
ut ol([[EjEs℄℄; [EjC2℄; [Es℄) 2 M .
| If size(Rs) > size(Rs2), then
size([[EjEs℄jRs℄) > size([EsjRs2℄), thus
ut ol([[EjEs℄jRs℄; [EjC2℄; [EsjRs2℄) 2 M .

Thus in all ases, ut ol([[EjEs℄jRs℄; [EjC2℄; [EsjRs2℄) 2 M . Therefore M is a
model of 3. We now show that the program is simply a eptable wrt. M and j j and
hen e input terminating wrt. simply moded queries. Consider 1: for every substitution , simply lo al wrt. 1, we have to show that if ut ol([RjRs℄; C; M2) 2 M ,
then jtranspose([RjRs℄; [CjCs℄)j > jtranspose(M2; Cs)j. This holds by the de nition of M . Next, onsider 3. For every substitution , it is easy to see that
j ut ol([[EjEs℄jRs℄; [EjC℄; [EsjRs2℄)j > j ut ol(Rs; C; Rs2)j. Equivalently,
for lause 4, it is immediate to he k that for any , jno ols matrix([[℄jRs℄)j >
jno ols matrix(Rs)j. All other lauses are trivially simply a eptable. Hen e the
thesis.
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6.1 Delay De larations

In pra ti al systems, dynami sele tion rules are implemented by means of onstru ts su h as delay de larations and blo k de larations. Delay de larations, advo ated by van Emden and de Lu ena [van Emden and de Lu ena 1982℄ were
introdu ed expli itly in logi programming by Naish [Naish 1983℄.
In a previous paper [Bossi et al. 2001℄ we have argued that in most ases delay de larations are employed exa tly to guarantee that the derivations are input
onsuming. We have also provided a te hni al result establishing that under some
synta ti ally he kable onditions the use of delay de larations is equivalent to restri ting to input onsuming derivations. This allows one to apply Theorems 4.6
and 5.14 to a large lass of programs employing delay de larations, thereby providing su h programs with a model-based semanti s for partial derivations, and a
result hara terizing their termination.
In this se tion we report some examples showing the analogies between the use of
delay de larations and the restri tion to input onsuming derivations. Just for this
subse tion, we assume the reader to be familiar with the notion and the notation
of delay de larations.
Example 6.3. Consider again APPEND, in mode append(I,I,O) with the delay
de larations we mentioned in the introdu tion, namely

delay append(Ls, , ) until nonvar(Ls).
append([H|Xs℄,Ys,[H|Zs℄)
append([℄,Ys,Ys).

append(Xs,Ys,Zs).

In pra ti e, this delay de laration an be seen as a ompiler dire tive stating that
the sele tion rule is allowed to sele t an atom of the form append(t1,t1 ,t3 ) i t1
is a non-variable term. A derivation that respe ts this dire tive is alled delayrespe ting.
This is the natural delay de laration of the program and a hieves the purpose that
most natural queries are for ed to terminate4 . Now, it is easy to he k that every
SLD derivation starting in a simply moded query is similar to an input onsuming
derivation if and only if it is delay-respe ting.
Thus, for APPEND we an say that input onsuming derivations model in a orre t and omplete way the operational behavior determined by the above delay
de laration. Formally, when we onsider simply moded queries, we have that:
- we an employ Theorem 5.14 to demonstrate termination,
- by Theorem 4.6, PMPSL hara terizes its behavior in terms of the intermediate
omputed answer substitutions.
Example 6.4. Consider PERMUTE4, i.e., PERMUTE of Example 5.15, with the
modes permute(I ; O ); insert(I ; I ; O ). Consider the following delay de larations
for it:

An interesting example suggested by K. R. Apt of a ontrived query that does not terminate in
ombination of the above program is append([X|Xs℄,[℄,Xs). Noti e that this query is not simply
moded. This demonstrates also the need for restri ting to a lass of \well formed" programs and
queries su h as that of simply moded ones.
4
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delay permute(Xs, ) until nonvar(Xs)
delay insert(Xs, , ) until nonvar(Xs)

The meaning of these de larations is equivalent to that of the previous example.
It is not diÆ ult to see that for the above program, for every derivation starting
in a simply-moded query, the derivation is input onsuming if and only if it is
delay-respe ting.
Example 6.5. Consider again QUICKSORT. In the ontext of dynami s heduling,
its standard delay de larations are:

delay
delay
delay
delay
delay

qui ksort(Xs, ) until nonvar(Xs).
qui ksort dl(Xs, , ) until nonvar(Xs).
partition(Xs, , , ) until nonvar(Xs).
=<(X,Y) until ground(X) and ground(Y).
>(X,Y) until ground(X) and ground(Y)

While the rst three de larations are equivalent to those used above, the last two
state that an atom of the form a =< b (resp. a > b) an be sele ted i both a and
b are ground terms.
Now, if we think of the built-ins > and =< as being de ned by a program ontaining in nitely many ground fa ts of the form >(n,m), with n and m being two
appropriate integers, the derivations respe ting the above delay de larations are
exa tly the input onsuming ones.

7. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORKS

In this arti le, we have studied the termination of input onsuming programs. In
order to do this, we have provided a denotational semanti s for input onsuming
derivations that models the results of in omplete derivations. This semanti s uses
a variant of the well-known TP -operator.
In a previous paper [Bossi et al. 2000℄ we have introdu ed a di erent semanti s
for input onsuming programs. The two semanti s, however, are quite orthogonal
to ea h other: while that of [Bossi et al. 2000℄ models ex lusively the result of su essful derivations and requires the program to be well-moded and ni ely-moded, the
semanti s used here models the results of also in omplete derivations and requires
programs and queries to be simply moded.
As mentioned in Subse tion 4.2, in the ontext of parallelism and on urren y
[Naish 1988℄, one an have derivations that never su eed, and yet ompute substitutions. Thus we have provided a denotational semanti s for su h programs/programming
languages, whi h goes beyond the usual su ess-based SLD-resolution me hanism
of logi programming.
Input onsuming derivations bear a ertain resemblan e with derivations in the
language of Moded (Flat) GHC [Ueda and Morita 1994℄. A tually, input- onsuming
programs an be seen as a simpli ed version of moded GHC, and the results we
provide here an be thus applied to some moded GHC programs. We want to note
however that Moded (F)GHC is a full- edged programming paradigm, while inputonsuming programs are meant for abstra tion purposes. In fa t, Moded (F)GHC
enjoys a more omplex omputational me hanisms: In (F)GHC, a lause has the
form H
G j B, where G is alled a guard. An atom A an be resolved using
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G j B only when A is an instan e of H and G is entailed, where  is an
mgu of A and H . The atom A an be ome instantiated only later via expli it
uni ations o urring in B. In Moded (F)GHC, there are (non-trivial) onditions
on lauses ensuring that when an argument position in A is input, then the lause
used to resolve A will never (not even via later resolution steps) ause any bindings
to that position.
Falas hi et al. [Falas hi et al. 1997℄ have de ned a denotational semanti s for CLP
programs with dynami s heduling of a somewhat di erent kind: the semanti s of
a query is given by a set of losure operators; ea h operator is a fun tion modeling
a possible e e t of resolving the query on a program state (i.e., onstraint on the
program variables). Their semanti s is the analogue of the bottom-up s-semanti s
for usual logi programs, where atoms are mapped to their set of answers. In
this respe t, it orresponds to the semanti s de ned in [Bossi et al. 2000℄. The
approa h presented here is more suited to termination proofs sin e we deal with
partial answers.
Con erning termination, we have provided a ne essary and suÆ ient riterion
for termination, appli able to a wide lass of programs, namely the lass of simply
moded programs. In previous papers, [Bossi et al. 2002; Smaus 1999b℄ we have
already addressed the problem of the termination of input onsuming programs.
The results we present here onstitute a big improvement wrt. [Bossi et al. 2002;
Smaus 1999b℄ in that we an now apture (by means of the model) the interargument relationships in the bodies of the lauses. This improvement allows us
to give a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for termination. In fa t, we an now
prove the termination of programs employing a non-trivial re ursion s heme su h
as QUICKSORT, PERMUTE3, TRANSPOSE; this was not possible using previous suÆ ient
onditions of [Bossi et al. 2002; Smaus 1999b℄ (though, with the tools of [Bossi et al.
2002; Smaus 1999b℄ we ould prove the termination of PERMUTE4, whi h employs
dire t re ursion ).
Finally, we have provided some examples showing analogies between the use of
delay de larations and input onsuming derivations. A te hni al result demonstrating equivalen e (under some synta ti ally- he kable assumption) is given in [Bossi
et al. 2001℄.
To on lude, we dis uss some other works about termination of programs with
dynami s heduling. First note that those works are usually about termination of
programs with delay de larations, whereas we onsider the more abstra t notion of
input onsuming derivations. As has been argued before [Smaus 1999b℄, this allows
us to see more learly whi h programs terminate under whi h assumptions about
the sele tion rule.
Apt and Luitjes [Apt and Luitjes 1995℄ give onditions for the termination of
append, but those are ad-ho and do not address the general problem. Naish [Naish
1993℄ gives heuristi s to ensure termination, but no formal results.
There are several works in this area making assumptions about the sele tion rule
that are stronger than assuming input onsuming derivations [Luttringhaus-Kappel
1993; Mar hiori and Teusink 1999; Martin and King 1997℄.
Mar hiori and Teusink [Mar hiori and Teusink 1999℄ assume a lo al sele tion rule,
that is a rule under whi h only most re ently introdu ed atoms an be resolved in
H
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ea h step. Moreover, it is assumed that an atom is only sele ted on e it is bounded
with respe t to a level mapping, that is, any instan e of the sele ted atom has a
level that is below a ertain bound. This is in ontrast to our approa h where any
sele ted atom, even one that is non-ground in its input, has a well-de ned level,
but this level is not stable under instantiation.
Martin and King [Martin and King 1997℄ a hieve a similar e e t by bounding
the depth of the omputation introdu ing auxiliary predi ates.
It is more diÆ ult to assess Luttringhaus-Kappel [Luttringhaus-Kappel 1993℄
sin e his ontribution is mainly to generate delay de larations automati ally rather
than prove termination. However in some ases, the delay de larations that are
generated require an argument of an atom to be a rigid list before that atom an
be sele ted, whi h is similar to the above approa hes [Mar hiori and Teusink 1999;
Martin and King 1997℄. Su h uses of delay de larations go well beyond ensuring
that derivations are input onsuming.
Some authors have onsidered a sele tion rule stating that in ea h derivation
step, the leftmost sele table atom is sele ted [Apt and Luitjes 1995; Boye 1996;
Naish 1993℄. Due to the problem of simultaneously reawaken atoms, this rule is
a tually not exa tly the one implemented in most Prolog versions, but this has
been orre ted by proposing the left-based derivations [Smaus et al. 2001℄. Here
it is enough to re all that su h derivations \prefer" to sele t atoms that o ur on
the left of a query, whi h is an assumption made in addition to input onsuming
derivations. As already shown (Left Swit hing Lemma) for ni ely or simply moded
programs and queries this assumption does not in uen e the set of omputed answer
substitutions but may a e t partial omputed answer as well as termination.
A survey lassifying logi programs a ording to the sele tion rules for whi h
they terminate an be found in [Pedres hi et al. 2002℄. Among others, this survey
onsiders input termination and termination wrt. lo al sele tion rules as mentioned
above [Mar hiori and Teusink 1999℄.
The spe i problem of termination of input onsuming derivations has been
treated also in [Bossi et al. 2002℄ where ni ely moded programs have been studied.
By applying those results to simply moded programs we obtain a hara terization of
a proper subset of input terminating and simply moded programs. This lass does
not ontain programs like qui ksort whose termination proof needs information
on partial omputed answer substitutions.

APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 3.8.

Var (In(A))

First noti e that, sin e A is a simply-moded atom,

\ Var (Out (A)) = ;; therefore, by properties of mgu's (see [Apt 1997,

Corollary 2.25℄), there exist substitutions 0 and 1 su h that
| 0 = mgu (In (A); In (H )),
| 1 = mgu (Out (A)0 ; Out (H )0 ),
| 0 1 = mgu (A; H ),

and all those mgu's are relevant. Sin e, by hypothesis, # = mgu (A; H ) and
In (A#) = In (A), In (A) is an instan e of In (H ). In parti ular, In (H )0 = In (A)
and thus
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| Dom (0 )  Var (In (H )),
| Ran (0 )  Var (In (A)).
Sin e Var (In (A)) is fresh wrt. H , this means that 0 is simply lo al wrt. the
lause H . Moreover, by relevan e of 0 , simple modedness of A and the fa t
that A and H are variable disjoint, it follows that Dom (0 ) \ Var (Out (A)) = ;.
Hen e, 1 = mgu (Out (A); Out (H )0 ). By simple modedness of A, the fa t that
Out (A) is sequen e of distin t variables and that 1 is relevant, we an assume that
Out (A)1 = Out (H )0 and thus
| Dom (1 )  Var (Out (A)),
| Ran (1 )Var (Out (H )0 )Ran (0 )[Var (Out (H ))Var (In (A))[Var (Out (H )).
Sin e Var (Out (H )) is fresh wrt. A, this means that 1 is simply lo al wrt. the
query A.
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Sin e both Q and are simply moded, by Lemma 2.7
also Q0 is simply moded. Then by Lemma 3.5 there exist and su h that

(a)  = ;
(b) = jB# is simply lo al wrt. B#;
( ) is simply lo al wrt. R# ;
(d) and are variable ompatible wrt. B# and R#.
The proof pro eeds by proving that
(a1) (#)jQ = (# )jA ;
(b1) (# )jA is simply lo al wrt. A;
( 1) is simply lo al wrt. R(# )jA ;
(d1) (# )jA and are variable ompatible wrt. A and R.
The result will follow by applying again Lemma 3.5.
(a1) follows from the fa t that (# )jA = (# )jQ = (#
To prove (b1) we prove that
(b11) Dom (# )jA  Var (Out (A))
(b12) Ran (# )jA  Var (In(A)) [ V where V

)jQ = (#)jQ .

\ Var (A) = ;.

(b11) Dom (# )jA  Dom (#jA ) [ Dom ( jA ). Now, Dom (#jA )  Var (Out (A)),
sin e # is a simply lo al mgu of A and H , and Dom ( jA )  Var (Out (B#)) \ Var (A),
sin e is simply lo al wrt. B#. Then, Dom ( jA )  Var (Out (B)) \ Var (A), sin e
Dom(#) \ Var (Out (B)) = ;. But, Var (Out (B)) \ Var (A) = ;, by standardization
apart.
(b12) Sin e Ran (#jA )  Var (Out (H )), Ran ((# )jA )  Var (Out (H ))[Var (In(A))[
Var (B) [ V1  Var (In(A)) [ V1 [ Var ( ) where V1 is the set of fresh variables of
and V1 [ Var ( ) is disjoint from A by standardization apart and lemma's hypothesis.
( 1) holds sin e is simply lo al wrt. R# and R(# )jA = R(# )jQ = R# .
Finally, (d1) follows from (d), the assumption on the fresh variables of  (whi h
implies that the sets of fresh variables of and are are disjoint from Var (Q) and
Var ( )) and the fa t that # is a simply lo al mgu.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3.

fa t

We rst prove that TPSL " ! (I ) is a xpoint of TPSL . In

TPSL (TPSL " !(I )) = S
TPSL " !(I ) [ TPsl (TSPSL " !(I ))
= Si0 TPSL " i(I ) [ i0 TPsl (TPSL " i(I ))
= Si0 (TPSL " i(I ) [ TPsl (TPSL " i(I )))
= i0 TPSL " i(I )
= TPSL " ! (I ):
We now prove that TPSL " ! (I ) is the least xpoint of TPSL ontaining I .
Let J be a xpoint of TPSL ontaining I , i.e., I  J = TPSL (J ). We prove that
SL
TP " !(I )  J . More pre isely, we prove by indu tion on i, that for all i  0,
TPSL " i(I )  J .
Base. i = 0. In this ase TPSL " 0(I ) = I  J .
Indu tion step. i > 0. In this ase TPSL " i(I ) = TPSL (TPSL " i 1(I )). By the
indu tive hypothesis, TPSL " i 1(I )  J . By monotoni ity of TPSL , TPSL " i(I ) =
TPSL (TPSL " i 1(I ))  TPSL (J ) = J .
By de nition of simply lo al models and of TPSL , we have that J is a simply lo al
model of P ontaining I i TPSL (J )  J and I  J . This proves that TPSL " ! (I )
is the least simply lo al model of P ontaining I .

Proof of Lemma 4.4. (i) ) (ii): We rst assume that Æ pro eeds left-to-right
and employs only simply lo al mgu's and prove that: #jA is simply lo al wrt. A
and A#  TPSL " ! (I ). The general ase follows from Corollary 2.12 and Theorem
3.18 in [Apt 1997℄ on derivations employing di erent mgu's.
We pro eed by indu tion on the length of Æ .
Base. len (Æ) = 0. In this ase A = C  I and # =  (the empty substitution).
The thesis follows from the fa t that, by de nition of TPSL , I  TPSL " ! (I ).
Indu tion step. len (Æ) > 0. Let A = L; A; R and A be the leftmost atom of A
su h that there is some A-step in Æ (and hen e there are no L-steps in Æ ). Assume
also that : H B is the input lause used in the rst derivation step of Æ and #1
is the simply lo al mgu of A and H used in this step. By Corollary 2.12,

2 L; C0
1 (L; B; R)# #!
Æ : A =#)
1

su h that C = L; C0 , # = #1 #2 and L#1 = L#1 #2 = L.
Hen e

L  I  T " !(I )

(3)

SL
P

2 C0 where
and there exists the input onsuming derivation: Æ 0 : (B; R)#1 !
0
len (Æ ) = len (Æ) 1 and (B; R)#1 is simply moded.
By the indu tive hypothesis, #2 j(B;R)#1 is simply lo al wrt. (B; R)#1 and
#

(B; R)#1 #2  TPSL " ! (I ):

(4)

(#1 #2 j(B;R)#1 )j(A;R) = (#1 #2 )j(A;R) is simply lo al wrt. (A; R):

(5)

Note also that sin e #1 #2 is omputed in a derivation of (A; R), by standardization apart and Lemma 3.10 we have that
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Sin e (#1 #2 )jL = " and (#1 #2 )j(A;R) is simply lo al wrt. (A; R) and the fa t that
variable ompatibility is guaranteed by standardization apart, by Lemma 3.5
(#1 #2 )j(L;A;R) is simply lo al wrt. (L; A; R):

(6)

To on lude the proof it remains to shown that

A#1 #2  TPSL " !(I ):

(7)

Then, the result will follow from (3), (4), (6) and (7).
In order to prove (7) note that #1 is a simply lo al mgu of A and H , so (#1 )jH is
simply lo al wrt. H . Moreover, by Lemma 3.5, (#2 )jB#1 is simply lo al wrt. B#1 .
Note also that, by standardization apart, #1 jH and #2 jB#1 are variable ompatible
wrt. H and B. Hen e, by Lemma 3.6, (#1 )jH (#2 )jB#1 = (#1 #2 )j is simply lo al
wrt. .
By De nition 4.2 and property (4), this proves that

H (#1 )jH (#2 )jB#1 = H#1 #2 = A#1 #2  TPSL " !(I )
(ii) ) (i): Let A  TPSL " ! (I ) with A : A1 ; : : : ; An . Let k be the minimum
index su h that A 2 TPSL " k (I ). The proof pro eeds by indu tion on k .
Base. k = 0. In this ase, A  TPSL " 0(I ) = I with  simply lo al wrt.
A. Sin e both A and A onsist of simply moded atoms, and  is a simply lo al
substitution wrt. A, it follows that  is just a renaming of the output variables of
A. The thesis follows by taking # to be the empty substitution and Æ to be the

derivation of length zero.
Indu tion step. k > 0. We pro eed by indu tion on n, the number of atoms in
the query.
Base. n = 1. In this ase A = A,  is simply lo al wrt. A and A 2 TPSL " k(I ).
By de nition of TPSL and Proposition 3.3, there exist a variant : H
B of a
lause of P variable disjoint from A and a substitution # su h that

# is simply lo al wrt.

(8)

B#  T " (k

(9)

SL
P

1)(I )

A = H#:
(10)
By (8) and Lemma 3.6 there exist 0 and 1 su h that # = 0 1 , 0 = #jH is
simply lo al wrt. H and 1 is simply lo al wrt. B0 .
Hen e, by (9) and the indu tive hypothesis on k , there exists an input onsuming

derivation

2 C
Æ0 : B0 #!

where C  I and B0 #2  B0 1 .
Note also that H0 1  H0 #2 , sin e the only variables of H0 whi h an be
a e ted by 1 or #2 are those o urring also in B0 .
Finally, note that by Proposition 3.3 we an assume Var (A) \ Var ( ) = ; and
then by (10) and the fa t that  is simply lo al wrt. A (whi h implies that In (A) =
In (A)), 0 is a simply lo al mgu of A and H , and
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2 C
Æ : A =)0 B0 #!
is an input onsuming derivation where A0 #2 = H0 #2  H# = A.
Indu tion step. n > 1. In this ase A = A; R and A 2 TPSL " k(I ). By Lemma
3.5 there exist 1 and 2 su h that  = 1 2 , 1 = jA is simply lo al wrt. A and 2
is simply lo al wrt. R1 , and 1 and 2 are variable ompatible wrt. A and R. By
the indu tive hypothesis on n,
1 C
Æ1 : A #!
1

where C1  I and A#1 and AjA = A are variant.
Again by the indu tive hypothesis on n, there exists an input onsuming derivation
#2
C02
Æ20 : R1 !
where C02  I and R1 #02  R1 2 . Sin e R1  R#1 , by Lemma 2.9 there exists
0

2 C
Æ2 : R#1 #!
2
0
where C2  I and R#1 #2  R1 #2 . Without loss of generality, we an assume
that the input lauses used in Æ2 are standardized apart wrt. Æ1 .
Then there exist Æ ,
2 C C
1 C ; R# #!
Æ : A; R #!
1 2
1
1

su h that A#1 #2 and A are variant.
The following result is a orollary of the above proof. It states that the relation
between omputed answers of input onsuming derivations employing simply lo al
mgu's and simply lo al substitutions.

Let A be a simply moded query and P a simply moded pro2 C be an input onsuming derivation in P that
gram. Let Æ : A =) C1 #!
2
pro eeds left-to-right and employs only simply lo al mgu's. Let : H B be the
input lause used in the rst derivation step of Æ and #1 be a simply lo al mgu
employed in this step. Then (#1 #2 )jA is simply lo al wrt. A and (#1 #2 )j is simply
lo al wrt. .
Proposition A.1.
#1

Proof.

It follows from (5) in the proof of Lemma 4.4 (the proof above).
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